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In many languages, the construction of a complex sentence can be achieved through different
structural means : in particular coordinating, subordinating words, discourse markers. It may
be reasonably assumed that each type of markers defines different relations between two
sequences, on the semantic and pragmatic level, even though the criterion and tests used do
not always clearly make out those three types and appear to differ according to the authors
([1]; [2])

In this paper, the question of the nature of the relations between two parts of a complex
sentence is approached in reference to Russian data. In a series of cases, the relation between
sequences p and q lies  on  the  use  of  two  markers  coming  under  two  different  types.  For
example, the subordinating word raz ([3])  means  that  a  clause p defines the scope of
validation of a clause q,  at  first  introduced  as  problematical.  This  relation  between p and q
can go trough a new qualification, resorting to:

- a discourse marker such as tak, zna it, stalo byt’([4]) aiming at q:

(1) Nu, a raz emu ne nravitsja, stalo byt’p’eska ne pojdet (Bulgakov)

(2) Raz doždja net, zna it možno idti dal’še

Removing stalo byt’in  (1)  and zna it in (2) leads to an ill-formed sentence. It is however
possible to have (2a) možno idti dal’še, raz doždja net
On the other hand, in (3), it is not possible to insert stalo byt’(nor zna it)

(3) Raz tebe xolodno, naden’ pal’to  (Iordanskaja)

- the particle už which, whether placed after or before raz or esli, gives p a specific discourse
status in its relation to q. For instance už in  first  position  often  says  that  the  speaker  has  a
negative grasp of the event or property p.

(4) Už esli ne povezet, tak  ne povezet, - podumal Zybin. S minutu on prosidel tak, opustiv
glaza na kryšku stola, a potom vzdoxnul I vzgljanul na lejtenanta Anikeevu :  - Esli už ne
povezet…- skazal on ej tjaželo.

In order to account for the intrication of the different means, it is necessary to take into
consideration  the  relations  between  the  propositional  content  of  those  two  segments,  the
distinctive semantic value of each marker (connector, discourse marker, particle) as well as
the specifically pragmatic questions at stake
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